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Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets


- **ABC 10News at 6:00 - SDPD Officer Survives Shooting After Wild Chase**, Alyssa Nakamoto, James Gorcos, Paul Anderegg, Eddie Ray, *KGTV 10News*

- **NBC 7 News At 11: Fentanyl, COVID, and More**, David Yim, Catherine Garcia, Brooks Beckman, Kasey Trombley, William Feather, *NBC 7 San Diego*

- **Balance de poder**, Gilberto Dorrego, Lizzet Lopez, Ana Cristina Sanchez, Romyna Camacho, Kristin Valdivia, Guillermo Mendez, Jasmin Sherif, *Telemundo 20*

- **NBC 7 News At 11: Roe v. Wade Overturned**, David Yim, Catherine Garcia, Brooks Beckman, Kasey Trombley, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets

- **Beam falls onto highway, killing Las Vegas police officer**, Kazia Doros, Kim Passoth, Doug Soule, Cody Lee, Dani Masten, Judith Greene, Alexis Fernandez, Lauren Martinez, Monica Schmidt, Luciano Hydalgo Peres, *FOX5 Las Vegas*

- **Officer Death**, Anne Uhle, Viviana Novello, Lauren Van Lul, *KLAS*
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- **The NFL Draft Experience: Vegas Style!**, Ryan Pierce, Latoya Silmon, Nicole Reynolds, David Thompson, James Johnson III, Chloe Kost, Shiree Woody, KSNV

Newscast - Smaller Markets

- **Jack of all Trades: News Channel 3 in the Morning**, Angela Chen, Thalia Bricker, Patrick Iachetta, Justin Tarpening, Alexis Crowe, Jeff Stahl, Christopher R. Flicker, Jake Ingrassia, David Torres, Jacob Mendez, Crystal Jimenez, *News Channel 3*
- **17 News Where are the Boys?**, Naythan Bryant, *KGET - TV 17*
- **Opening Statements in the Kristin Smart Murder Trial**, Ashton McIntyre, *KSBY*

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets

- **Monsoons, Murder, Power Crunch, and Power Plays**, Stacy Wimmer, Kim Passoth, Luciano Hydalgoo Peres, *FOX5 Las Vegas*
- **A Win to Remember**, Marie Mortera, Triana Gando, Kheslleen Dimanche, Gregory Fischer, Dominic Lavoie, *KSNV*
- **Never-ending SWAT standoff**, Hunter Sowards, Matthew Prichard, Vanessa Hanna, Bradley Chinman, Nicholas James, *KUSI-TV*

Overall Excellence

- **FOX5. LOCAL. LAS VEGAS.**, Michael Korr, *FOX5 Las Vegas*
- **ABC 10News - Stories that Matter**, Leon Clark, *KGTV 10News*
- **KSNV - Overall Excellence**, Larry Strumwasser, *KSNV*
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Journalistic Enterprise

- Darcy Spears Composite, Darcy Spears, KTNV - ABC Las Vegas
- Adam Racusin Reports, Adam Racusin, KGTV 10News
- The DUI Dilemma: Exposing Deadly Flaws in the Law, David Charns, Scott Kost, Kacie Hackley, KLAS

Team Coverage

- NFL Draft Touches Down in Las Vegas, Tyler Harrison, Mike Davis, Kazia Doros, Robbie Hunt, Kirk McLemore, Vincent Sapienza, Eric Brugger, Paloma Villicana, Nkiruka Azuka, Kevin Bolinger, Feven Kay, Alan Squires, Elaine Emerson, Kristin Bernal, Monica Schmidt, Judy Greene, Jason Westerhaus, Matt Kling, Tracey Phillips, FOX5 Las Vegas
- Mass Attack: Deadly Stabbings on the Las Vegas Strip, Cabria Kirby, Tricia Kean, Abel Garcia, Audrianna Ferri, Esteban Ramirez, Kelsey McFarland, Joseph Moeller, Dree De Clamecy, Terri Foley, KTNV
- NBC 7 News At 11: Mass Shooting in Colorado Springs, David Yim, Dave Summers, Kasey Trombley, Art Sullano, NBC 7 San Diego

Breaking News-Single Report

- Covering the Coastal Fire, Matthew Prichard, David Villegas, KUSI-TV
- Pursuit stand-off, Paul Anderegg, Derek Staahl, KGTV 10News
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- **East Village carjacking**, Paul Anderegg, Virginia Cha, *KGTV 10News*

Breaking News-Multiple Reports

- **Following the Tip of the Spear**, Dave Summers, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Daily News Report

- **Uber Drop-off Turns into Vicious Attack**, Brett Forrest, Scott Kost, *KSNV*
- **Border journalists shaken after second reporter is gunned down in Tijuana**, Kitty Alvarado, *KPBS*

Investigative-News

- **Range War**, Ian Russell, George Knapp, Matthew Adams, *KLAS-TV*
- **Neighbors Say Police Failed Murder Victim**, Mike Dorfman, Alexis Rivas, Meredith Royster, Mark Leimbach, *NBC7 San Diego*
- **Outdoor Police Gun Range Put Officers, Community at Risk**, Mike Dorfman, Meredith Royster, Alexis Rivas, Lindsay Hood, *NBC7 San Diego*
- **Does Someone Have To Die For Them To Cut The Trees**, Adam Racusin, Raymond Higgins, *KGTV 10News*
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- **A Broken System: Investigating Repeated Failures at the Department of Corrections**, Vanessa Murphy, David Charns, Eric Jungblut, Christopher Benka, **KLAS**
- **Breeding Bad**, Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman, **KTNV - ABC Las Vegas**

**News Special**

- **Opioids: San Diego's Quiet Addiction**, Eric Solomon, James Gorcos, Kimberly Hunt, Isaac Cadriel, Steve Martinez, **KGTV 10News**
- **City Heights, raíces y retos**, Gilberto Dorrego, Kristin Valdivia, Romyna Camacho, Mirsha Arambula, Tania Luviano, Teresa Romero-Medina, **Telemundo 20**
- **Poison Pill: San Diego County's Battle Against Fentanyl**, Catherine Garcia, Elroy Spatcher, Sarah Lee, Aws Haidari, **NBC 7 San Diego**
- **Still Vegas Strong: One October Five Years Later**, Scott Kost, Shiree Woody, Latoya Silmon, Krystal Allan, Denise Rosch, Brett Forrest, Stephanie Wheatley, George Enrique Romero, Roger Sandoval, Marketia Bady, **KSNV**

**Arts/Entertainment-News**

- **Sandy, The Sea Lion Guy**, Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer, **KPBS**
- **A Poet's Perspective**, Elizabeth Smith, Collette Garber, Jonathon Nickles, **KLAS**
- **Viva Las Vegas! Mariachi Joya Shines**, Lauren Martinez, Jessica Shearin, **FOX5 Las Vegas**
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Business/Consumer-News

- The Craft of Cannabis, Sophia Perricone, Eric Green, FOX5 Las Vegas
- Mujeres Making a Business out of Beer, Neda Iranpour, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8

Education/Schools-News

- Missing out on millions: The law and the loophole raising concern for Nevada businesses and CCSD, Maddie White, FOX5 Las Vegas
- Crisis in The Classroom, Stephanie Wheatley, James Johnson III, Tiffany Lane, Joseph Prieto, KSNV
- Oh My Darling, Clementine, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- Ukrainian students begin new life, new school year in San Diego, Madison Weil, KGT 10News
- Forgetting How to Behave: A School Violence Investigation, Angela Chen, Justin Tarpening,
- Teacher still has license after investigation into abuse of six students, Vanessa Murphy, KLAS-TV
- Teachers turned away: School district's hiring practices come into question amid staff shortage, Maddie White, FOX5 Las Vegas
- Why Can't They Get Along?, David Charms, KLAS
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Environment/Science-News

- Climate change is ravaging Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, warn scientists. What can be done?, Ana Ramirez, Samuel Hodgson, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- Green Goats on the Go, Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer, KPBS
- El sigiloso asesino en el Valle De Coachella, el sofocante calor, Marco Revuelta, KUNA Telemundo 15
- Cross-Border Contamination from Tijuana Sewage, Neda Iranpour, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8

Historical/Cultural-News

- Unlocking the Past, John Langeler, KLAS-TV
- Statue unveiled for former Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman, Jason Rzucidlo, FOX5 Las Vegas
- The Betty Ford Center: 40 Years of Healing and Hope, Peter Daut,
- Kern's Nuclear Fallot Shelters, Robert Price, Juan Corona, Steve Womack, KGET - TV 17
- A Las Vegas Living Legend: The First Magician, Jaclyn Schultz, Jessica Shearin, FOX5 Las Vegas

Human Interest-News (Single Shift)

- Do You Have Any Advice For Me, Adam Racusin, Raymond Higgins, KGT 10News
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- Don’t Stress, Pet a Dog: Meet One of San Diego Airport’s Volunteer Therapy Dog Teams, Dana Williams, NBC 7 San Diego

Human Interest-News (no production time limit)

- Bay the Brave: How one child united the city of Poway, Hunter Sowards, David Pradel, KUSI-TV
- Blast From The Past: The Boombox Lives On In San Diego, Maya Trabulsi, Roland Lizarondo, KPBS
- Bell Blazers, Eric Kahnert, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8
- Small City!, Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer, KPBS
- Finding refuge: Tijuana provides a temporary shelter for migrants arriving from across the globe, Alejandro Tamayo, Laura Castañeda, Tania Navarro, The San Diego Union-Tribune

Politics/Government-News

- San Diego's ambulances and the failing contract, Melissa Mecija, KGTV 10News
- Uplift Our Homeless: One Man's Story of Finally Finding a Home of His Own, Jeff Stahl, Inez Gonzalez, -TV
- Investigating the Fake Electors, David Charns, George Knapp, KLAS
- Nevada Midterms Bring National Spotlight-Brett Forrest Political Composite, Brett Forrest, KSNV
- Allegations against candidate for sheriff resurface, Vanessa Murphy, Christopher Benka, KLAS-TV
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- The Government's $85 Million Problem, Adam Racusin, KGTV 10News

Military-News

- Remembering Marine Cpl. Hunter Lopez, Peter Daut, -TV
- Leaked video shows care delayed for veteran moments before he died, Vanessa Murphy, Christopher Benka, KLAS-TV
- Local Veteran remembered as PACT Act signed into law, John White, Timothy Kiley, -TV
- Flying with the Blue Angels in Honor of my Father, Marcella Lee, Michael W. Edison, CBS News 8

Technology-News

- TikTok's Troubling Terms, Marcella Lee, Michael W. Edison, CBS News 8
- Pig butchering: A digital scam, Melissa Mecija, Raymond Higgins, KGTV 10News

Diversity/Equity/Inclusion - News

- Demolished Dreams, Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman, KTNV - ABC Las Vegas
- Black & Wearing a Hoodie: The Reason for a Traffic Stop?, Mike Dorfman, Alexis Rivas, NBC7 San Diego
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- Black Man Mistaken For White Man Jailed For Crime He Did Not Commit, David Charms, Matthew Adams, Kacie Hackley, KLAS
- Lucy Hicks, Tracy Lehr, Gene Silva, KEYT NewsChannel 3-12
- "El arte estigmatizado, Un ángel Drag", Pablo Zamora, Diana Chaidez Rios, KSDY 50
- Filipino soldiers and the fight for recognition, Melissa Mecija, KGTK 10News
- AAPI: We are not all the same, Marcella Lee, CBS News 8

Crime/Justice

- Who killed Joseph Fernandes?, Mimi Elkalla, KGTK 10News
- Who killed Aarabella?, Mike Dorfman, Alexis Rivas, Meredith Royster, NBC7 San Diego
- Minutos Con Metro, Leticia Castro, Andy Quinones, KBLR
- Wrong-way Driving Endangering Sin City, Scott Kost, Denise Rosch, KSNV
- Journalism at Risk, Wendy Fry, Alejandro Tamayo, Tania Navarro, Samuel Hodgson, Ana Ramirez, Lucía Serrano, The San Diego Union-Tribune

Health/Medical

- A Father's Love, Darrin Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Scott Kost, KSNV
- Tristen, Christopher Lee, Sheriff’s Employees’ Benefit Association
- Junior Seau 10 Year Anniversary, Isaac Cadriel, Kimberly Hunt, ABC 10News
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- **State Takes Four Years to Discipline Pediatric Dentist**, Mike Dorfman, Alexis Rivas, Meredith Royster, Mark Leimbach, *NBC7 San Diego*

- **Fentanyl crisis: Recovering addict says naloxone saved her life**, Kelly Hessedal, Erik Swanson, *CBS News 8*

Religion

- **PADRE ADAM KOTAS CONQUISTANDO LAS VEGAS**, Emilia Bazan, Julio Abarca, *DESDE NEVADA*

- **San Diego Bishop McElroy Installed as Cardinal**, William Feather, Melissa Adan, *NBC 7 San Diego*

Lifestyle

- **The Great Vegas Recipe**, Jeremy Helal, *VegasPBS*


Sports Story-News

- **Surprise meeting on lacrosse field bonds two players with Alopecia**, Allison Edmonds, Joaquin Duncan, *KUSI - TV*

- **Padres Bike Giveaway**, Allie Wagner, *KUSI - TV*

- "**El Clásico" en Las Vegas**, Alexander Zapata, Jesus Carraquiel, *KINC*
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Sport Story-News Feature

- **The incredible story of Zion Clark**, Priya Sridhar, Andrea Dukleth, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Year VI: Something to Prove**, Vincent Sapienza, Jessica Shearin, *FOX5 Las Vegas*
- **10 Year Storm: Tim Bradley Jr. vs. Manny Pacquiao 1**, Brandy Flores, Dante Walker, *NBC PALM SPRINGS*
- **Win-Win With Weddle**, Eric Kahnert, Kenny McGregor, Chris Vega, *CBS News 8*
- **The Tony Gwynn Legacy: Padres POV Episode 4**, Jacob Santos, Joseph Earwicker, *Bally Sports San Diego*
- **This photographer is the only person who's shot all 55 Super Bowls. On Sunday, he'll make it 56.**, John Kelley, K.C. Alfred, Alejandro Tamayo, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **Art through Numbers: The Monica Diaz Story, Padres POV, EP 14**, Jacob Santos, Joseph Earwicker, *Bally Sports San Diego*

Sports Program- Live or Post Produced

- **Behind The Shield: Perseverance (Quarter 2)**, Marcus Padilla, Connor Young, Sam Freed, Janella Lacson, Edward McGee, Brad Phinney, *Las Vegas Raiders*
- **San Diego Padres Home Opener vs. Atlanta Braves**, James Tom Connole, Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Donald Orsillo, Mark Grant, Bob Scanlan, Edward Barnes, Kimberly Pletyak, *Bally Sports San Diego*
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- Padres POV EP 12, Jacob Santos, Joseph Earwicker, Nicolette Balch, Nicole Beckelman, Bally Sports San Diego
- UKnighted In Flight, Bill Foley, Eric Tosi, Andrew Abrams, Patrick Ruhlig, Jeff Chaves, Aleksandr Washuta, Jalen Jones, Dan Senior, Gary Lawless, Mike Davis, Chandler Blanchard, Rob Depew, Foley Entertainment Group

Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game

- Raiders 2022 Preseason-Week 3, Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Paden Wigness, Steven Camacho, Don'Shea Brown, Jarrod Ligrani, Las Vegas Raiders
- 2022 Opening Knight at the Fortress, Tavis Strand, Dave Goucher, Shane Hnidy, Joel Myers, Sam Kilman, Susan Strand, Kody Kennell, Timothy Mamaril, Ashali Vise, Michael Schanno, Tom Tighe, AT&T Sports Net Rocky Mountain

Documentary

- The Immaculate Reception: How a Last-Second Heave Led to One of the NFL's Biggest Controversies, James Vega, Trisha Kirk, Brad Phinney, Michaela Jackson, Steven Browning, Las Vegas Raiders
- Hilos Invisibles, Miguel Delgado, Ofelia Yvelice Horta Aburto, Jesus Ivan Carrisosa, XEWT 12 Televisa Californias
- Que Viva El Barrio: One neighborhood's decades-long fight for a less-polluted future, Ana Ramirez, Samuel Hodgson, Merrie Monteagudo, The San Diego Union-Tribune
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- **Almost Home: Life After Incarceration**, Bill Wisneski, Cameron Lui, *Palomar College Television*

Interview/Discussion

- **Upon Further Review**, Edward Paskal, *Las Vegas Raiders*
- **Lifting Our Voices**, Sandra Maas, *Women’s Museum Of California*
- **Cultures of Las Vegas - The Thais**, Patranya Bhoursuwan, *Clark County TV*

Informational/ Instructional

- **Niños hacia la tierra prometida**, Michael G. Mora, Stefánia Colombari, Ignacio Fernandez, *Azteca America*
- **Vegas PBS STEAM Camp**, Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell, *VegasPBS*
- **Democracy Dollars: Driving Us Forward**, Craig Bentley, *Imageworks*

Arts/Entertainment

- **Vegas PBS Kids Writers Contest Presented by Janice Allen**, Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell, *VegasPBS*
- **Spiral**, Alex Stopa, Michael Tushaus, Jeffery Crowell, Eliseo Rael, Ryun Louie, Robby Wingfield, *Digisphere Productions*
- **Wonderful places: Best of the best special**, Robert Parks Valletta, Timothy Napier, Yvette Bass, Sebastian Attie, Alex Kavanagh, Darin Brooks, Eric von Doymi, *Making It Media*
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- **The Making of The Raiderettes- Episode 3**, Jacquie Gray, *Levy Production Group*
- **Roamin With Jones: Paisley Park**, Chris Jones, *AT&T Sportsnet*

Magazine Program

- **Sidewalk Surfing A Dive Into The CBS8 Archives**, Kenny McGregor, John Howard, Jake Garegnani, Barbara Nielsen, *CBS News 8*
- **Fresh Glass - Episode 2 A Thirst For Giving**, Theresa Hoiles, Cassandra Schaeg, Michael Taylor, Trevor Neuenswander, Anthony Engaldo, *Fresh Glass Productions, LLC.*
- **Ken Kramer's About San Diego - Episode # 88**, Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer, *County Of San Diego*

Public Affairs Program

**Nuestra Voz Today**, Luis Cruz, Norma Paola Hernandez-Jiao, Alejandro Tamayo, Laura Castañeda, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*

Military

- **Preserving Legacies at Mt. Soledad**, Kathleen Bade, Annie Kim, Stefanie Collins, Adrian Barreto, Neil Burgess, *FOX5 San Diego*
- **The LOCAList SD: Heroes Next Door**, Ashley Jacobs, Robert Hotz, Aida Moreno, Vincent Phathanak, Mata Leitaua, *FOX 5 San Diego*
- **Psychological War**, Michael G. Mora, George McGregor, *KGTV 10News*
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- **Raiders Recognize the MVPs of the Nation**, Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Carrie Roper, Sibley Scoles, Ray Arzate, Wyatt Touchet, Sam Freed, *Las Vegas Raiders*

Diversity/Equity/Inclusion

- **Latin in America**, Enedina Cisneros, Deyja Charles, Isaac Cadriel, Lindsey Pena, *KGTV 10 News*
- **Black History in the Making: A Series of Firsts**, Latoya Silmon, *KSNV*
- **Nuestra Voz Today**, Luis Cruz, Norma Paola Hernandez-Jiao, Alejandro Tamayo, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **Mi Gente: Our Stories**, Christopher Galvan, Jesse Pagan, *CBS News 8*
- **AAPI Special: Asian American, Pacific Islander, San Diegan**, Christopher Galvan, Jesse Acerno, Marcella Lee, Richard Allyn, Heather Hope, Neda Iranpour, Michael Edison, Dakota Hitt, *CBS News 8*

Special Event Coverage

- **Dare to Dream**, Ruby Chen, Douglas Downing, Alejandro Guajardo, Kathleen Bade, Heather Lake, Andrew Luria, Adrian Barreto, *FOX 5 San Diego*
- **Let's Go San Diego!**, Christopher Gros, Erik Swanson, Andrea Vela, Heather Myers, Neda Iranpour, Eric Kanhert, John Howard, Danamarie McNicholl-Carter, *CBS News 8*
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- **California Peace Officer Memorial**, Christopher Lee, Lolita Harper, *Sheriff’s Employees’ Benefit Association*

- **2022 San Diego Film Awards**, Tony Amat, Jodi Cilley, Sue Vicory, Paulina Perea, *Film Consortium*

- **Live from the Orange Carpet!**, Aly Lozoff, *Bally Sports*

**Branded Content**

- **Community Ambulance: Remembering 1 October**, Ray Arzate, Christine Maddela, *Storyville Rd*

- **She's a Survivor | Chei's Story**, Mark Soderblom, Gabrielle Nichols-Roy, Megan Simpson, Brendon Wilson, *Adventist Health*

- **Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 19**, Lynn Kelly, Rob Robertson, Paula Berberick, Kelly Faley, *KellyCo Agency*

**Public Service Announcement**

- **Fentanyl - A Father's Wish**, Brian Jacklin, *Care Coalition*

- **Faces of Fentanyl**, Melody Hendrickson, Amy McKenzie, Ulices Del Toro, Amy Brazao Cartas, David Meleika, *County Of Riverside*

- **Los Colores de mi Tierra**, Krishna Trejo, Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil, Levy Lemus, Leticia Castro, *KBLR*

- **Big Brothers Big Sisters PSA Campaign**, Josh Meza, Tuba Gokcek, *CBS News 8*
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Promotion-News Promotion-Topical

- What Soaring with the Blue Angels Means to Me, Marcella Lee, John Williams, CBS News 8
- FOX5’s 2022 Draft Coverage, Janella Lacson, Gray/FOX5 Las Vegas
- Los Únicos Informando a Las Vegas desde Las Vegas, Krishna Trejo, Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil, Levy Lemus, KBLR

Promotion-News Promotion-Image

- Beyond the Headlines, Elizabeth Smith, Collette Garber, Jonathon Nickles, KLAS
- Behind Our Stories, Antonio Ortoll, Jose Quintero, Marcos Esborronda, Erik Naso, Telemundo 20
- MLK Parade on 13 Action News, Brian Thole, KTNV ABD Las Vegas

Promotion-News Promotion-Campaign

- FIFA's World Cup Qatar 2022 - News Image Campaign, Antonio Ortoll, Jose Quintero, Marcos Esborronda, Erik Naso, Telemundo 20
- Working For You, Josh Kelley, John Williams, CBS News 8
- Fox5 Talent - So San Diego, Robert Hotz, Alejandro Guajardo, FOX 5 San Diego
- Vegas Golden Knights on 13 Action News, Brian Thole, KTNV ABC Las Vegas
Promotion-Image Promotion

- **Are You Ready For This?**, James Freeman, Danielle Johnson, John Horvath, Jack Wilson, Tarek Awad, *Bally Sports San Diego*
- **2022 Raiders Schedule Release**, Marcus Padilla, Connor Young, Janay Hagans, Brad Phinney, Evan Larsen, Sam Freed, *Las Vegas Raiders*
- **We are still Vegas Strong**, Elizabeth Smith, Collette Garber, Jonathon Nickles, Jennifer Rochford, *KLAS - TV*
- **Nos Vestimos de Futbol**, Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil, Krishna Trejo, Levy Lemus, Elizabeth Quirarte, *KBLR*

Promotion-Promotional Campaign

- **2022 Raiders Gameday Trailers**, Marcus Padilla, Connor Young, Janella Lacson, Sam Freed, Brad Phinney, Edward McGee, *Las Vegas Raiders*
- **Padres City Connect Tune In Campaign**, Danielle Johnson, James Freeman, Erik Meyer, *Bally Sports San Diego*

Promotional-Long Form Promotional Spot

- **ACERCARNOS COMO ANTES**, Krishna Trejo, Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil, Levy Lemus, Jesy Elen Veitia, *KBLR*
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- **Then and Now: Celebrating the City of Indio**, Kent Kay, *News Channel 3*

**Commercial (Single Spot)**

- **A Video Commercial About A Video Production Company**, Jacques Spitzer, Thomas O’Hara, Dallas McLaughlin, Andrew Catania, *Raindrop*
- **This Is How We Do It**, Jacques Spitzer, Thomas O’Hara, Andrew Catania, *Raindrop*
- **University of San Diego - Celebramos tu triunfo**, Kerrie Briggs, Antonio Ortoll, Jose Quintero, Erik Naso, *Telemundo 20*
- **Palm Springs Aerial Tramway - Adventure At Its Peak Spanish**, Phillip Large, *Jones Agency*
- **He's back!**, Ariel Freaner, *Freaner Creative And Design*

**Commercial Campaign**

- **Be Like Jim, Drought prevention**, Warren Burley, Grace Cardenas, *Post And Jam*
- **Goodwill Campaign**, Patricia Alvarez De Los Cobos, Rogelio Avila, *Energy Communications Corporation*

**Graphic Arts - Motion Graphics**

- **He's back!**, Ariel Freaner, Fernanda Freaner, *Freaner Creative And Design*
- **Seal Methods - Industries We Serve**, Blake Wyrick, *Seal Methods*
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**Graphic Arts - Visual Effects/Compositing**

- **The Big Bay Boom Wrap Up**, DJ Summitt, *Summitt FilmWorks*
- **He's back!**, Ariel Freaner, Fernanda Freaner, *Freaner Creative And Design*

**Graphic Arts - Art Direction**

- **He's back!**, Ariel Freaner, *Freaner Creative And Design*

**Set Design**

- **On The Air with Sully and Little Tommy**, Jeff Van Gonka, Robert Sullivan, *Loft 100 Studios*

**Audio**

- **Spiral**, Robby Wingfield, Alex Stopa, *Digisphere Productions*
- **Bellagio Las Vegas - Jungle of Dreams with O by Cirque du Soleil**, Michael Edwards, *MGM Resorts*
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Musical Composition/Arrangement

- **ACERCARNOS COMO ANTES**, Carlos Eduardo Osuna Gil, Jesy Elen Veitia, *KBLR*
- **On The Air with Sully and Little Tommy**, James East, Robert Sullivan, *Loft 100 Studios*
- **Director - Live or Recorded Live**
  - **Countdown to the NFL Draft in Las Vegas**, Meredith Hall, *FOX5 Las Vegas*
- **Adrian Barreto Director Achievement Submission**, Adrian Barreto, *FOX5 San Diego*

**Director - Short Form Content**

- **Spiral**, Michael Tushaus, *Digisphere Productions*
- **Wonderful places: Best of the best special**, Robert Parks Valletta, *Making It Media*
- **Steamworks**, Marshall Harrington, *Weareharrington*

**Director - Long Form**

- **Almost Home: Life After Incarceration**, Bill Wisneski, *Palomar College Television*
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Editor - News

- John Larson Taught Me How to Parallel Park, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- I was so close to death: Group home residents, workers discuss witnessing Santee plane crash, Ana Ramirez, Samuel Hodgson, The San Diego Union-Tribune

Editor - Short Form Content

- Pause, Play, Repeat, DUI Fatal, Scott Kost, KLAS - TV
- San Diego Padres City Connect Uniform Launch, Sonni Simmons, San Diego Padres
- The Pizza and The Tornado, Mark Kodesh, Jodi Kodesh Weather
- San Diego Padres Clinch Video, Cristian Vaca, San Diego Padres
- For Grandma, Ray Arzate, Storyville Rd
- Chris Jones Editing, Chris Jones, AT&T Sportsnet

Editor - Long Form content

- Behind The Shield: Brick by Brick (Quarter 3), Connor Young, Las Vegas Raiders
- DEL CAMPO, AL ESPACIO, Julio Abarca, DESDE NEVADA CON EMILIA PABLO

Editor - Spot Announcement

- Pulso, Jose Quintero, Telemundo 20
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- **Promo Medley**, Tuba Gokcek, *CBS News 8*

**Lighting**

- **DEL CAMPO, AL ESPACIO**, Julio Abarca, *DESDE NEVADA CON EMILIA PABLO*
- **Live at the Belly Up - S8 Ep3**, Alexander Somerville, Travis Hanson, *Belly Up Productions*

**Talent - Anchor - News**

- **SEGUIMOS POR AQUÍ**, Leticia Castro, *KBLR*
- **El dúo de San Diego**, Gilberto Dorrego, Lizzet Lopez, *Telemundo 20*
- **Come on Emmy gods!!! 4th time's a charm!**, Kalyna Astrinos, *KTNV-ABC Las Vegas*
- **Andrew Luria - Anchorman**, Andrew Luria, *FOX 5 San Diego*
- **Marcella Moments**, Marcella Lee, *CBS News 8*
- **I'm Talking Like It's Just You and Me**, Latoya Silmon, *KSNV*

**Talent - Reporter**

- **Always Investigating**, David Charns, *KLAS-TV*
- **Poison Pill: Catherine Garcia Composite**, Catherine Garcia, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Viva Las Vegas: The good, the sad, and the 'Only in Vegas' as seen through the eyes of this reporter**, Brett Forrest, *KSNV*
- **SAMUEL TOLEDO DESDE LAS VEGAS**, Samuel Toledo, *KBLR*
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- **It's Not About Me. It's About My Characters.**, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- **Vanessa Murphy, Investigative Reporter**, Vanessa Murphy, KLAS - TV
- **Daut Finds Out**, Peter Daut, News Channel 3

**Talent - Anchor/Reporter - Sports**

- **Best of Eric Allen, (Las Vegas Raiders)**, Eric Allen, Las Vegas Raiders
- **Julian Del Gaudio**, Julian Del Gaudio, FOX5 San Diego
- **Capturing Hockey's Greatest Moments**, Aly Lozoff, Bally Sports
- **Lo vives, lo sientes**, Gilberto Dorrego, Telemundo 20

**Talent - Anchor- Weather**

- **Meteorologist Dani Beckstrom Composite 2022**, Dani Beckstrom, KTNV- ABC Las Vegas
- **Holy Haboob! Haley Clawson's Weather Composite**, Haley Clawson, KESQ News Channel 3
- **En las nubes**, Ana Cristina Sanchez, Telemundo 20

**Talent - Program Host/ Moderator/ Correspondent**

- **The LOCAList SD Host**, Ashley Jacobs, FOX 5 San Diego
- **Cassandra Schaeg - Fresh Glass - Host**, Cassandra Schaeg, Glass Productions, LLC.
- **Raiders: Talk of the Nation, Hosted by Sibley Scoles**, Sibley Scoles, Las Vegas Raiders
Emmy® Award Nominees
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- **Staycation: Cabo**, Robert Parks Valletta, *Making It Media*
- **JORGE MERAZ host of the Travel Show "Crossing South"**, Jorge Meraz, *CENTURION5*

**Talent - Performer/Narrator**

- **LLEVANOS CONTIGO**, Santiago Duarte, *Telemundo 20*
- **Sidewalk Surfing, A Dive Into the CBS8 Archives**, John Howard, *CBS News 8*

**Talent - Reporter - Live**

- **Reporting live from America's Finest City**, Ciara Encinas, *KGTV-10News*
- **You Can't Wrap This**, Joe Little, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Women's march : reporting live minute by minute**, Claudia Estephania Baez, *XEWT-12 Televisa Californias*

**Photographer - Short Form Content**

- **Wonderful Places: Best of the Best**, Alex Kavanagh, *Making It Media*
- **The Road So Far**, Ray Arzate, *Storyville Rd*

**Video Essayist**

- **A HERO IN LIFE AND DEATH: Fire Captain Honored for Organ Donation**, Anne State, *Lifesharing*
- **County Peace Officers' Memorial Ceremony**, Christopher Lee, *Sheriff’s Employees’ Benefit Association*
Emmy® Award Nominees
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Writer - News

- Love Letters to My Video, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- Used, Reused or Euthanized: A Dog’s Life in Animal Research, Maya Trabulsi, KPBS
- Telling the Story Together: Combining My Voice With Theirs, David Charms, KLAS - TV

Writer - Short or Long Form Content

- Behind The Shield: Responding to Adversity (Quarter 1), Edward McGee, Las Vegas Raiders
- E-merging From Nowhere, Ken Kramer, KPBS
- Some Like It Hot for the San Diego Film Awards Parody, Jonathan Hammond, GrooveKo

Writer - Spot Announcement

- University of San Diego - Celebramos tu triunfo, Antonio Ortoll, Telemundo 20
- Sunvolt Solar, Gene A. Sugano, Area5 Commercial Production
- Lawyers have hearts too, Christine Maddela, Storyville RD

Multimedia Journalist-Single Shift

- Goodbye Chopper, Joe Little, NBC 7 San Diego
- Father-Daughter surfing duo, Leah Pezzetti, KGTN 10News

Multimedia Journalist - No Production Time Limit
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- Working for my community, Yamiee Bell, KBLR
- Jackie Multitasking, Jackeline Dos Ramos Vieria, KBLR

Student Programming - Newscast

- Studio G - Wednesday, December 7th, 2022, Leena Attout, Chris Clark, Brianna Deleon, Mia Nakamura, Barry Sabine, Ana Saia, Hector Salomon, Whitney Suppipat, Jade Thomas, UNLV
- Palomar News - Ep113, Reina Leftwick, Patrick Shartzer, Joseph Serrata, Kelli Scharton, Kyle Patton, Luis Aguilar, Raelle McKenna, Ryan Roberts, Palomar College

Student Programming - Short Form

- Simulation, Sam Pfoser, Mace Tegt, Cheyenne Bickle, Josh Miranda, Palomar College
- Farming for Freedom, Gabriel Zendejas, San Diego State University

Student Programming - Long Form

- Out of the Darkness: A 9/11 Documentary, Antonia Librizzi, UNLV
- Catharsis, Arianna Martinez, College Of Southern Nevada
- Broadway in the Hood, Chris Orta, UNLV
Emmy® Award Nominees
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- **Life Blood of the Southwest**, Donald Smith, *College Of Southern Nevada*

Student Programming - Public Service (PSAs)

- **We Don't Have To...**, Garrett Glassell, *Palomar College*

Student Craft - Animation/Graphics/Special Effects

- **It's Nice To Be Alive**, Jordan Al-Said, *College Of Southern Nevada*

Student Craft - Writing

- **Heartstopper**, Zachary Fried, *College of Southern Nevada*
- **Keys to Your Heart**, Edwin Ramirez, *UNLV*
- **Catharsis**, Arianna Martinez, *College Of Southern Nevada*

Student Craft - Photographer

- **Life Blood of the Southwest**, Donald Smith, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **A South West Story**, Diego Villasenor, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **Get a Grip**, Jacob Peterson, *UNLV*

Student Craft - Editor

- **Life Blood of the Southwest**, Donald Smith, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **Palaisipan**, Millard Maynard, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **Catharsis**, Arianna Martinez, *College Of Southern Nevada*
The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Pacific Southwest Chapter
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Student Craft - Director

- **Life Blood of the Southwest**, Donald Smith, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **Palaisipan**, Shawn Rosen, *College Of Southern Nevada*
- **There's A Caller On Line One**, Mirlana O'Keefe, *UNLV*
- **Catharsis**, Arianna Martinez, *College Of Southern Nevada*

Student Craft - Talent

- **Jillian Fortner 2022 Demo Reel**, Jillian Fortner, *City Times Media/CTTV*
- **Leena Atout - Composite**, Leena Atout, *UNLV*